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The Family Federation for World Peace and Unification - Philippines in collaboration with the Hyojeong 

CheonBo Training Center - Asia Pacific conducted a 2-Day Hyojeong CheonBo Asia Pacific Special 

Philippines Event on March 25 - 26, 2023 with the theme, "Purify and Heal: Mind, Body and Soul." The 

event was held physically in Sun Hwa International Academy, Antipolo City, Rizal, Philippines, and 

online. A total of 800 onsite and 587 online participants from the Philippines, New Zealand, Thailand, 

and Malaysia. 

 

On the first day, March 25, the event commenced with a ribbon cutting for the dedication ceremony of 

Sun Hwa International Academy's newly renovated building. It was attended by the government officials 

of Antipolo City and seven religious leaders from selected Christian denominations. Pres. Masaichi Hori, 

Regional President, FFWPU-Asia Pacific 2 offered a benediction prayer followed by the cutting of the 

ribbon of representative leaders. The main program then proceeded which started by singing holy songs 

and a Peace Offering (Water of Harmony) and Prayer for Peace from seven (7) selected Christian 

religious leaders. 

 

Special messages were heard coming from Hon. Christian Alarcon, representing the mayor of Antipolo 

City, and Hon. Catalino M. Leyva, representing the Governor of Rizal Province. Participants were happy 

and felt the welcoming spirit of the city. The CheonBo Family Education started in the afternoon. Dr. 

Kim In Cheon, gave his opening remarks and lectures about "The Value and Grace of CheonShimWon 

Special Prayer Room" and Pres. Masaichi Hori gave his special message centering on "Ancestor 

Liberation and Blessing". Rev. Edgar Tanate, Lecturer, HJ CheonBo Asia Pacific Branch, gave his lecture 

about, "The Grace of Chanyang and Hyojeong Offering Wish Papers." The participants received a 

stronger passion and internal guidance and lectures from our Leaders. 

 



 

 

 
 

On the second day, March 26, the main and final event was held. It started with the Hoon Dok Hae 

(Online and Onsite) which was given by Rev. Dr. Leo Angelo Halog, President, FFWPU Philippines. His 

message was centered on the importance of Cheon Won Gung in the era of CheonBo providence. After 

the Hoon Dok Hae and preparation, the CheonBo Event ceremony began. Dr. Kim In Cheon gave his 

opening remarks on the 2nd day which was followed by a special message coming from our Regional 

President of FFWPU Asia Pacific 2, Pres. Masaichi Hori. After hearing messages of guidance and 

inspiration, the HJ Offering "Wish Paper" Ceremony started. 

 

The Offering ceremony was led by Rev. Leo Angelo T. Halog, the National Leader of FFWPU 

Philippines, and 5 selected local leaders. The Chanyang session held next in conjunction with the 

Ancestor Liberation Ceremony. Twenty (20) participants applied the Ancestors Blessings and joined the 

ceremony in the afternoon. The event was even more successful because of the support and continuous 

jeongseong of leaders, brothers, and sisters. 

 

This 2-Day Hyojeong CheonBo Asia Pacific Special Philippines Event is a physical and spiritual wellness 

program which gave participants a life-changing experience to remove negative energy, invite good 

fortune, health, and happiness, and improve relationships through the ancestor's liberation and blessing, 

chanyang yeoksa (healthy clapping) session, and offering wish fulfillment paper. We are beyond grateful 

to Heavenly Parent and True Parents for the opportunity that this event can be held in the Philippines. 

 

 

 


